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This essay focuses on historical and contemporary Nova 

Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and Quebec – three Maritime 

provinces in scenic eastern Canada.  It is written for the 

participants on Stanford Travel/Study’s cruise, The Canadian 

Maritimes, September 18-30, 2017. 

 To provide context, I review the rise and fall of the British 

Empire, focusing on how British imperialism began with slave-

based sugar production in Barbados, why Britain gave the 

Hudson’s Bay Company a monopoly on fur-trading in Canada, and 

how India became the Jewel of the Crown.  I next examine the role 

of Scotland in British imperialism and show why Scottish migrants 

formed a third of the Canadian business elite.  I then look at the 

past four centuries in Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and 

Quebec – aboriginal cultures, French and British settlement, 

formation of the Dominion of Canada (1867), economic evolution 

from agriculture to industry and information technology, and 

movements for francophone separatism.  I append a time line, a 

bibliography, and a description of sites I visited in the Maritimes. 
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The British Empire (1627-1966) 

Rise and Fall of the British Empire.  James Joyce, the Irish 

author, quipped that the sun never rises on the British Empire.  At 

its peak in 1900, the British Empire included one-fourth of the 

earth’s land area and population.  How did Britain come to rule so 

much of the world?  Beginning in the 15th century, European 

nations began applying science to technological innovations.  They 

used naval innovations to explore, colonize, and exploit resources. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Portuguese_Caravel.jpg> 

 
Portuguese Caravel Ship, 15th-century Innovation –                             

Led to the European Age of Exploration and Imperialism 
 

Britain overcame the early lead of Portugal and Spain, 

outcompeted France and Holland, and in the 19th century became 

the leader in naval warfare and maritime trade.  British merchants 

and missionaries disrupted societies and created the need for 

colonial governments.  In North America and the Caribbean, 
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British settlers exploited furs, farmed, and imported African slaves 

to produce rice and sugar on plantations.  Britain expanded into 

India, Oceania, and Africa in the 19th century, producing textiles, 

wool, and gold.  Entrepreneurs introduced new technologies for 

plantation agriculture and mining, and the British government 

taxed the profits.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:StateLibQld_1_128373_Cimba_(ship).jpg> 

 
The British Clipper Ship, Cimba, Launched in 1878, Aberdeen, 
Scotland – Carried Australian Wool Exports to Great Britain 
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A second source of imperial wealth was foreign trade.  The 

Empire provided export markets for British manufactures (cotton 

textiles) after the Industrial Revolution (late 18th century).  Britain 

insured this market through imperial trade preferences.  London 

further gained by taxing trade at the borders. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:16th_century_Portuguese_Spanish_trade_rou

tes.png> 
 

Global Trade Routes to India, 16th-19th centuries 

Two world wars and the Great Depression undercut the 

British Empire in the first half of the 20th century.  By 1945, the 

costs of maintaining the Empire exceeded the economic gains for 

Britain.  Educated nationalists in the colonies and Labour Party 
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leaders in Britain agreed that there was no rationale for continued 

British rule.  The transition to independence was mostly peaceful. 

 
 

Source:   Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mahatma-Gandhi,_studio,_1931.jpg> 

 
Mohandas Gandhi, The Mahatma, 1931 –                                  

Leading Indian Nationalist 
 

Barbados (1627-1966).  Between 1650 and 1710, Barbados 

was Britain’s richest colony.  Slave-based sugar plantations and the 

Atlantic slave trade created enormous wealth.  When the first 

British planters settled Barbados in 1627, Spain had abandoned the 

island and no Amerindians lived there.  British farmers grew 
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tobacco, cotton, and indigo, and 10,000 British settlers arrived by 

1640.  In 1645, the planters switched to sugar cane.  But most of 

their white indentured laborers were dying from introduced 

African diseases (yellow fever and malaria).  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Slaves_cutting_the_sugar_cane_-

_Ten_Views_in_the_Island_of_Antigua_(1823),_plate_IV_-_BL.jpg> 
 

Slaves Harvesting Sugar Cane in Antigua, Painting by William 
Clark, 1823, British  Library, London 

 
The British planters then shifted to African slave labor and 

employed 80,000 slaves in 1867.  Cane production – planting, 

spreading animal manure, and harvesting – was very labor-

intensive.  Sugar processing – milling, boiling, drying, and 
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distilling – required careful management and ample labor.  

Because sugar prices were high, many Barbadian planters received 

annual rates of return of 50 percent. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Mill_Yard_-

_Ten_Views_in_the_Island_of_Antigua_(1823),_plate_V_-_BL.jpg> 
 

Grinding Sugar Cane with a Windmill in Antigua, The Mill Yard, 
Painting by William Clark, 1823, British  Library, London – 
80,000 African Slaves Produced Sugar in Barbados, 1660s 

 
The British Navigation Act (1651) created a trade monopoly 

for British merchants by requiring that all trade between Britain 

and its colonies be done by British traders and ships.  The intent 
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was to allow the British Royal Africa Company to monopolize the 

slave trade to British territories.  About 9.5 million African slaves 

survived the horrendous Atlantic crossing.  Britain supplied 2.5 

million slaves of the total of 3.8 million slaves who were 

transported to the Caribbean region. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Triangular_trade.png> 

Atlantic Slave Trade, Triangular Route – Europe (Manufactures), 
Africa (Slaves), America (Rum and Sugar) 

During the 18th century, Jamaica replaced Barbados as the 

leading producer of sugar in the British Empire.  Barbados 
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received its independence from Britain in 1966.  The small island 

country has had an impressive transformation.  Tourism, assembly 

manufacturing, and offshore banking have replaced sugar cane, 

and agriculture produces only one percent of national income.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Barbados_Exports_Treemap_2017.svg> 

 
Proportional Representation of Barbados’s Export Earnings in 

2017 – Key Items Were Liquor, Gold,                                      
Medical Equipment, and Pharmaceuticals 
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Canada (1670-1869).  The rationales for British exploration 

of northern North America included the search for a Northwest 

Passage to the Orient (avoiding Spanish and Portuguese naval 

power), the desire to exploit natural resources (notably furs, 

whales, fish, and ivory), the creation of markets for manufactures 

(especially English woolens), and the establishment of new 

colonial settlements.  In 1497, John Cabot discovered 

Newfoundland and claimed its productive cod fishery for England.  

The English crown granted a charter to the Hudson’s Bay 

Company (HBC) in 1670.   
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ruperts_land.svg> 

 
The Hudson’s Bay Company Original Grant of Land, 1670-1870 – 

Rupert’s Land, the Drainage Basin of Hudson Bay 
 

Royal sponsorship gave the HBC permission to act as the 

governing agency in the areas in which it traded.  During its first 

century, the Company held a fur-trading monopoly in more than 

half of British North America (later Canada).  The Company 

established five forts on Hudson Bay and manned them with 200 

permanent employees (mostly Scottish).  The HBC obtained furs, 
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principally beaver pelts, from Native Americans in exchange for 

knives, axes, blankets, and tobacco and sold the furs in the English 

market. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:American_Beaver.jpg> 

 
North American Beaver (Castor canadensis) – Leading Fur Export 

of the British Hudson’s Bay Company, 4.7 Million Pelts by 1868 
 

Competition from French traders ended after Britain defeated 

France in the Seven Years War (French and Indian War, 1756-

1763).  Faced with competition from the Northwest Company in 
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the early 19th century, the HBC merged with its rival in 1821 and 

re-established its fur-trading monopoly.  The HBC expanded 

westward to the Pacific coast and northward to the Arctic coast. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Indians_at_a_Hudson_Bay_Company_tradin

g_post.jpg> 
 

Hudson’s Bay Company Fur Traders, Monopoly in Most of 
Canada – Painting by Henry Alexander Ogden, 1882 

 
Between 1769 and 1868, the Company sold at its auction in 

London an enormous number of fur pelts:  4,700,000 beaver; 

1,500,000 mink; 1,200,000 marten; 1,000,000 lynx; 890,000 fox; 
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470,000 wolf; 290,000 bear; and 275,000 badger.  After the fur 

trade declined, the new Dominion of Canada (1867) bought much 

of the Company’s land in 1869. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canada_provinces_1870-1871.png> 

 
Dominion of Canada, 1870 –                                                                           

After Purchase of the Hudson’s Bay Company’s Land (Tan Area) 
 

India (1757-1947).  How did India become the jewel of the 

crown in the British Empire?  British imperialism in India evolved 

– from trade to taxation and conquest.  In 1600, the English crown 
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granted a 20-year, royal charter to the English East India Company 

(EEIC).  Subsequent charters renewed the Company’s trade 

monopoly until the EEIC was abolished in 1858.  The Company 

built fortified warehouses at key ports in regions that supplied 

Indian exports, bought Indian textiles with English silver or gold, 

exchanged the textiles for Indonesian spices, and sold the spices in 

England.  Annual Company profits usually exceeded 20 percent.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ships_in_Bombay_Harbour,_1731.jpg> 

 
English East India Company Ships, Bombay Harbor, 1731 

Only later did trade evolve into control.  Nabobism is the 

term used to describe English intervention in Indian local politics.  
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The EEIC provided military aid to local rulers in succession or 

territorial disputes.  If they chose the winning side, the British 

gained the right to collect taxes.  Starting in the mid-18th century, 

the EEIC engaged heavily in nabobism in Bengal, the richest 

textile-exporting region of India.  The Company used Bengali tax 

revenues to purchase Indian textiles for export and to finance 

armies to permit the British conquest of other parts of India. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sir_Joshua_Reynolds_-

_Portrait_of_Captain_John_Foote_in_his_Indian_Garb_NY_YAG_YORAG_216.jpg> 
 

Captain John Foote (1718-1768) in British Nabob Attire – 
Painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds, c. 1761  
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During the first half of the 19th century, British imperial 

policy in India shifted from tax plundering to conquistador 

imperialism.  With its European-style, 200,000-man mercenary 

army, the EEIC conquered or subjugated most of South Asia. 

 
 

Source:   Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Troops_of_the_Native_Allies.jpg> 

 
The Sepoy Revolt in India, 1857-1858 –                                      

Britain Nearly Lost Imperial Control of India 
 

The imperial system was constructed to transfer wealth from 

India to Britain.  The British built new Indian infrastructure 

(railroads, roads, and ports), protected British export markets in 
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India, promoted the interest of elite landowners, and appropriated 

land for British plantations.  The British Empire thus was built 

largely with Indian resources.  

 
 

Source:   Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:British_Indian_Empire_1909_Imperial_Gaze

tteer_of_India.jpg> 
 

The British Indian Empire At Its Peak, 1909 – British Areas (Pink) 
and Indian Princely States (British Protectorates, Yellow) 
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Imperial Scotland (1707-1914) 
 

Scottish Trade and Enlightenment.  By the 1740s, the 

preferential trade provisions of the Act of Union (1707) with 

England began to pay off handsomely for Scotland.  Scotland’s 

first global enterprise was the tobacco trade.  Scottish trading 

houses dominated trade in tobacco produced in the American 

South.  They supplied liberal credit to American planters and 

provided them with a wide range of imports (clothing, equipment, 

and luxuries).  The Glasgow-based firms re-exported the tobacco 

to Europe, notably France, and re-invested the substantial profits in 

Scottish shipping and manufacturing enterprises. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at< 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Mosman;_John_Campbell_1749.jpg> 

 
John Campbell, Royal Bank of Scotland, c. 1749 –                             

Banker for the Scottish Virginia Tobacco Lords 
 

Scotland’s leading manufacture was linen, centered in the 

Dundee region.  Between 1740 and 1780, the production and 

export of linen increased fourfold.  Flax was grown locally or 

imported from the Russian Baltic provinces.  Union with England 

again was critical.  From 1742, Scottish linen benefited from 

export subsidies and tariff protection.  Most linen was exported to 
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British colonies in the Caribbean or America to clothe slaves on 

sugar, cotton, and tobacco plantations. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Textielmuseum-cabinet-02.jpg> 

Flax Yarn and Woven Linen Textiles –                                               
Leading Scottish Export in the 18th century 

 
In the mid-19th century, the Dundee region shifted to 

producing jute, another coarse textile.  The raw jute fiber was 

grown in Bengal in British India and shipped to Scotland.  The 

principal jute products – bags (used to ship commodities and to 
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make sand-bags in wartime) and carpets – were exported globally, 

primarily to the United States and Europe.   

Economic growth in the 18th century was accompanied by the 

Scottish Enlightenment, a remarkable, university-based outpouring 

of intellectual creativity.  Contributors included David Hume 

(philosophy), Adam Smith (economics), James Hutton (geology), 

William Robertson (history), William Adam (architecture), Joseph 

Black (carbon dioxide and latent heat), and James Watt (steam 

engine condenser). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maquina_vapor_Watt_ETSIIM.jpg> 

James Watt’s Steam Engine, 1775 –                                            
Propelled Britain’s Industrial Revolution 
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Scottish Manufacturing.  In the late 18th century, Britain 

initiated the Industrial Revolution.  Recent history had endowed 

Scotland with numerous advantages for industrialization – an elite 

committed to economic change, experienced business 

entrepreneurs and merchants, a skilled labor force, good roads and 

ports, a strong system of primary, secondary, and university 

education, and a wide network of international trading connections.  

Scotland’s first industries produced textiles.  As described above, 

linen was first.  The first cotton textile mill was opened in 1778.  

Production spread rapidly after 1792, when raw cotton imports 

from America began.  Archibald Buchanan constructed the first 

integrated cotton mill in 1807 – all processes were powered 

together.  Scotland’s textile manufacturing was sited in urban 

centers in the southeast. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:New_Lanark_buildings_2009.jpg> 

Cotton-Textile Mills, New Lanark, on the River Clyde –                    
Operated 1785-1968  

 
Integrated heavy industry – coal, iron, steel, shipbuilding, 

and engineering – dominated Scottish industry between 1850 and 

1914.  Based on steam power from coal, heavy industry was 

located near coal deposits around Glasgow.  Most of Scotland’s 

ships, locomotives and rail cars, marine engines, and steel was 

exported.  In 1914, tiny Scotland (4.5 million people) was a world 

leader in heavy industry and Glasgow firms produced one-fifth of 

the world’s ships. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Launch_of_the_Iron_Steam_Ship_Great

_Britain,_19th_July_1843_RMG_PY8918.jpg> 
 

Launch of the Great Britain, 1843 –                                               
World’s First Iron-hulled, Steam-powered Ocean Liner 

 
Scotland’s heavy industrial prowess grew out of engineering 

innovations in steam power, hydraulic equipment, and locomotive 

and marine design.  Between 1870 and 1914, Scottish industrialists 

and middle-class savers invested heavily in the British Empire and 

the Americas.  By 1914, their foreign holdings were valued at 

L500 million, one-eighth of the British total.  About half was in 

railways, and the rest was mostly in gold and silver mines, sheep 

and cattle ranches, and land development. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Young_Group_Of_Australian_White_Ewe_L

ambs.jpg> 
 

Entrepreneurial Scots Invested in Australian Sheep Ranches 

Scottish Agriculture and Clearances.  Starting in the mid-

18th century, Scotland, like all of Britain, experienced an 

agricultural revolution.  Higher crop yields were achieved by 

systematic fallowing, better rotations, applications of lime, and 

increased use of manure.  The improvement of pastures, through 

planting clovers, and the intensive planting of turnips for animal 
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feed permitted larger herds of animals.  More animals meant more 

manure and thus better pasture and higher crop yields. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Turnip_2622027.jpg> 

 
Britain’s Agricultural Revolution –                                               

Intensive Planting of Turnips Allowed Larger Herds of Animals 
 

But those changes required the consolidation of farm land 

and the removal of tenants.  In the Highlands, clan control had 

evolved into a system of crofters – small farmers with no land 

rights who provided the landlords with ample labor during planting 

and harvest.  Between 1760 and 1860, Highland landowners 
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forcibly evicted their crofters to allow large-scale ranching of 

sheep or cattle.  They moved crofters to coastal villages to produce 

kelp (alkaline ash used in soap), recruited crofter men into the 

military, and assisted crofter emigration. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Vuiamor2.jpg> 

Highland Land Clearances in Scotland – Ruined Croft Houses on 
Fuaigh Mor in Loch Roag, Cleared of Its Inhabitants in 1841 

 
Land enclosures in the Lowlands were carried out less 

brutally.  Tenants (whose leases had expired) and cottars (sub-

tenants with no land rights) migrated to towns to work in factories.  

Between 1800 and 1850, Lowland land-owners introduced 
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intensive crop farming that led to higher yields for oats, barley, and 

wheat, production of high-quality beef, and larger farm sizes.  

Improvements in drainage and transportation accelerated 

enclosure. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at  
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sir_Edwin_Landseer_-_Rent-

day_in_the_Wilderness_-_Google_Art_Project.jpg> 
 

Lowland Enclosures Removed Tenants –                                             
Rent Day in the Wilderness, by Sir Edwin Landseer, 1868 

 
In the 1870s, Scottish land ownership was the most 

concentrated in Europe – 118 families owned half of Scotland.  In 

response to Highland protests and reformers’ pressure, the Crofters 

Act (1886) gave tenants security of land tenure and fair rents.  That 
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unprecedented legislation undercut the power of Highland 

landlords. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Scotland_(Location)_Named_(HR).png> 

 
Land Enclosures in Scotland –                                                               

Brutal in the Highlands and Islands, Gradual in the Lowlands 
 

Scottish Emigration.  Between 1821 and 1915, 44 million 

people emigrated from Europe, mostly to the Americas or 
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Australasia.  The largest numbers departed from Italy (8 million), 

Germany (5 million), and Spain and Portugal (4.5 million).  With 2 

million emigrants – 40 percent of Scotland’s 1915 population of 

4.5 million – Scotland had the highest proportion of migrants of all 

European countries.  Between 1700 and 1850, 40 percent of 

Scottish emigrants originated from the Highlands in reflection of 

widespread poverty and the clearances. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lochaber_No_More_by_John_Watson_Nicol

.jpg> 
 

Painful Scottish Emigration –                                                        
Lochaber No More, by John Watson Nichol, 1883  
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During the next 65 years (1850-1915), most Scottish 

emigrants came from the industrial Lowlands.  Wage rates there 

were low relative to those in the Americas and Australasia (and 20 

percent lower than those in England).  Most Scottish workers 

emigrated during industrial depressions (late 1840s-early 1850s, 

mid-1880s, and 1906-1913).   

Scottish emigrants were much better trained than most other 

European settlers.  About half of Scottish emigrants were skilled 

artisans and another fifth were professionals (businessmen and 

doctors).  More than 700,000 Scots emigrated to the United States.  

Many were engineers, shipbuilders, and construction specialists, 

and most settled in the American northeast or California.  About 

one-sixth of Scotland’s 2 million migrants went to Canada, moved 

to eastern cities or western prairies, and formed a third of the 

Canadian business elite.  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons, available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:James_McGill.jpg> 

 
James McGill (1744-1813) – Scottish-Canadian Businessman         

and Philanthropist and Benefactor of McGill University 
 

The Protestant Ulster Scots (Scots Irish) had an interesting, 

three-part migration history.  About 100,000 Scots moved from the 

Lowlands to Ulster (Northern Ireland) between 1650 and 1700.  In 

the 18th century, many migrated from Ulster to the Americas (Davy 

Crockett was Scots-Irish).  Following the potato blight in the 

1840s, many others moved from Ulster to industrializing Scotland. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:British_Empire_in_1914.png> 

 
The British Empire in 1914, One-fourth of the World’s Land Area 

and Population – Scots Emigrated to the Americas and Australasia 
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Nova Scotia (1610s-2010s) 
 

Conquest and Settlement of Acadie (1600s-1710s).  For at 

least 10,000 years, the Mi’kmaq people inhabited Mi’kma’ki 

(modern Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and New Brunswick).  

At European contact, they numbered about 12,000.  The Mi’kmaq 

language was Algonquian, and they were hunters (caribou, moose, 

and seals) and fishermen (cod, salmon, and shellfish).  In the 17th 

century, the Mi’kmaqs served as intermediaries for French fur 

traders and many converted to Catholicism.  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Micmac2.jpg> 

 
Mi’kmaq Mother and Son, 1865 – Their Ancestors Inhabited Nova 

Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and New Brunswick 
 

Two early European settlements failed after kings revoked 

monopoly charters.  Pierre du Mons and Samuel de Champlain 

established a fortified French settlement at Port Royal (1604-1607) 

and named the region Acadie.  William Alexander led 70 colonists 

to Fort Charles (1629-1632) and named the area New Scotland 

(Nova Scotia).  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:FortAnne_ViewOfBasin_2009.jpg> 

 
Charles Fort (Now Fort Anne), Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia –                                                                    

Site of First Scottish Settlement in Nova Scotia, 1629-1632 
 

Permanent French/Acadian settlement began in the 1630s, 

centered on Port Royal (on the Bay of Fundy).  By 1670, the 

number of Acadian settlers had increased to 350, and that figure 

rose to 1,200 by 1700.  The Acadian farmers exported wheat, 

cattle, and furs and imported firearms and molasses (mostly from 

Boston).  Between 1604 and 1710, the control of Acadie changed 
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hands nine times, following incursions by Britain and New 

Englanders. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/File:Port_Royal_replica.JPG> 

 
Port Royal National Historic Site, Annapolis Royal, Nova Scotia – 

First French Capital 
 

Acadian agriculture was unique in North America.  Bringing 

technology from France, the Acadians reclaimed tidal marshes by 

constructing 6-feet-high walls (dykes) to control Bay of Fundy 

tides and by using wooden sluice gates (aboiteaux) to permit fresh-

water drainage.  They cooperatively converted 2,900 acres in the 
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Grande Pré meadows by building 18 miles of dykes, using 

ingenious dyking spades to cut sod-bricks.  The Acadians benefited 

from rich silt fertilizer in the flat, treeless marshes to produce good 

crops of hay, wheat, barley, oats, peas, cabbage, turnips, and flax.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dam_slit_2D-en.svg> 

 
Acadian Dyke Technology – To Block Saltwater Tidal Incursions 

(High Tide) and To Permit Freshwater Drainage (Low Tide) 
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British Rule of Nova Scotia (1710s-1770s).  Britain, at war 

with France, captured Port Royal in 1710 and in the Treaty of 

Utrecht (1713) gained control of Nova Scotia and Newfoundland.  

France then created a new colony in Cape Breton and Île St. Jean 

(today’s Prince Edward Island).  The French built a fortress, naval 

base, and commercial harbor at Louisbourg on Cape Breton.  The 

growing Acadian community in Nova Scotia declared its neutrality 

in French-British-Mi’kmaq conflicts.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Louisbourg.jpg> 

 
Louisbourg Fortress, Cape Breton Island –                                     

French Stronghold, 1720-1758 
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For four decades, the British had only a small garrison in 

Nova Scotia.  But in 1749, Britain built a major fortress, naval 

base, and port at Halifax with 2,500 Protestant settlers.  Britain 

created a second fortress-port at Lunenburg in 1753 settled by 

German-speaking “Foreign Protestants.”  Both were intended to 

counter French Louisbourg, which British troops captured in 1758. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Citadel_hill.jpg> 

 
Fort George and the Halifax Citadel –                                           

British Fortress and Port, Established in 1749 
 

British authorities demanded that the Acadians swear an oath 

of allegiance to Britain and pledge to bear arms against the French 
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and Mi’kmaqs.  The Acadians refused.  In 1755, the British 

confiscated all Acadian property and deported 6,000 Acadians 

from Nova Scotia, often breaking up families, and shipped them to 

the American colonies.  About 4,000 other Acadians escaped to 

nearby French territories.  After its conquest of Louisbourg in 

1758, Britain deported most of the Acadians living in Cape Breton 

or Île St. Jean to France. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Deportation_Grand-Pr%C3%A9.jpg> 

 
British Deportation of 10,000 Acadians, Grand Pré, Nova Scotia, 

1755 – Painting by George Craig, 1893 
 

Starting in 1764, the Acadians were invited back to Nova 

Scotia because new British estate-owners needed Acadian 
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agricultural expertise, labor, and ability to trade for furs with the 

Mi’kmaqs.  By 1800, of the estimated 23,000 Acadians in the 

world, 70 percent had resettled in the Maritime Provinces or 

Quebec, 17 percent had emigrated to Louisiana, and 13 percent had 

stayed in France or in what had recently become the United States. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Acadian_deportation_map.jpg> 

 
The Acadian Deportations and Diaspora –                                    

To the Maritime Provinces, Quebec, Louisiana, and France  
 

Political and Economic Transitions (1780s-1860s).  In the 

1760s, Britain brought in planters from New England to establish a 
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landed aristocracy.  After Britain lost the American Revolutionary 

War in 1783, 22,000 Loyalists emigrated to Nova Scotia.  Regulars 

received 200 acres to farm, and officers got 5,000 acres.  By 1785, 

two-thirds of Nova Scotians were New Englanders.  Between the 

1770s and the 1820s, Scottish migrants settled in Pictou County 

and Cape Breton.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hector_(August_2011).jpg> 

 
The Hector Brought 189 Highland Scottish Immigrants in 1773 – 

Pictou, Nova Scotia 
 

During the 1830s and 1840s, poor Irish migrants moved to 

Nova Scotia to escape the potato famines.  Nova Scotia enjoyed 
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economic growth during the century starting in the 1760s.  In-

migration permitted an expansion of agriculture, and fishing, 

forestry, mining of coal, and shipbuilding prospered.  The 

Reciprocity Treaty (1854-1866) between British North America 

and the United States, which allowed tariff-free trade of 

unprocessed goods (fish, coal, timber), resulted in a boom for 

Nova Scotia. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:The_Lookoff,_North_Mountain,_Nova_Scotia

,_Canada.jpg> 
 

The Annapolis Valley, from The Lookoff, North Mountain –                                                                          
Nova Scotia’s Leading Agricultural Region 

 
In the mid-19th century, Halifax was the leading city in 

British North America.  It was an imperial garrison (Citadel), a 

commercial port (dockyards, factories), and an outpost of British 

civilization (St. Paul’s Church, Public Gardens). 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Halifax_-_NS_-

_St._Paul%E2%80%99s_Church.jpg> 
 

St. Paul’s Anglican Church, Halifax – Founded in 1750 

In 1867, Nova Scotia joined Canada East (Quebec), Canada 

West (Ontario), and New Brunswick to form the Dominion of 

Canada.  Confederation was hotly contested.  Joseph Howe, who 

had achieved democratic self-rule for Nova Scotia in 1848, led the 

opposition, arguing that Nova Scotia’s economy and culture were 

aligned with those of the United States, especially New England.  

Charles Tupper, who as premier pushed through confederation, 
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argued that being part of a new, independent Canada would 

enhance Nova Scotia’s security against potential American 

expansion and bring federal assistance for constructing a rail link 

to the two larger Canadian provinces. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Joehowe.JPG> 

 
Joseph Howe (1804-1873) – Charismatic Politician                                                 

and Leader of the Anti-Confederation Movement 
 

Decline and Recovery (1870s-2010s).  Between 

Confederation (1867) and World War II (1939), Nova Scotia 

suffered an economic downturn and out-migration.  The end of the 

Reciprocity Treaty with the US, the political decision to join the 
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Dominion of Canada, and the construction of a rail link to Ontario 

reoriented Nova Scotia’s economy away from the US and toward 

Canada.  But Canada’s National Policy, featuring high protective 

tariffs of manufacturing, immigration from Europe, and 

construction of a transcontinental railroad, favored the Canadian 

center and west, not the Maritime provinces. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ViaRailNetworkMap.png> 

 
Canadian Transcontinental Railway System –                          
Current Passenger Links on Via Rail Canada 

 
In the 1920s, Nova Scotia’s leaders turned to tourism.  To 

promote visits to Nova Scotia’s Acadian regions, they created an 

Evangeline myth, ignoring that Henry Wadsworth Longfellow had 
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never visited Nova Scotia and misrepresented Acadian history and 

culture.  The number of tourists visiting the province rose from 

49,000 in 1922 to 323,000 in 1938. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Grand_Pr%C3%A9.JPG> 

 
Evangeline, Grand-Pré National Historic Site, Hortonville, Nova 

Scotia – Sculpture by Louis-Philippe and Henri Hébert, 1920 
 

Angus MacDonald was Nova Scotia’s most prominent 

Premier (1933-1940, 1945-1954).  MacDonald oversaw legislation 

that introduced old-age pensions and collective bargaining, and he 

improved roads and national parks to stimulate the economy.  
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MacDonald was also the leading proponent of the tartanism myth, 

claiming that Scots were the key founders of Canada and that Nova 

Scotia was the Highland Heart of overseas Scottishness. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Angus_L_Macdonald_portrait.jpg> 

 
Angus MacDonald (1890-1954) –                                                  

Liberal Premier of Nova Scotia (1933-1940, 1945-1954) 
 

In the early 21st century, one-fourth of the jobs in Nova 

Scotia’s economy were in knowledge-based services (education, 

computer technology, and telecommunications).  In 2019, the 
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province’s 971,000 people had a per capita income of US$40,056 

(78 percent of Canada’s average and 61 percent of that in the US) 

and attracted 2.3 million tourists who spent $2.6 billion.  In that 

year, Nova Scotia had two small operating offshore oil/gas fields, 

but had little remaining manufacturing, mining, or forestry. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Henri_Hicks_Building,_Dalhousie_Universit

y.jpg> 
 

Henry Hicks Building, Dalhousie University, Halifax,             
Founded in 1818, 20,000 Students –                                                                  

Nova Scotia’s Economy Relies on Knowledge-based Services 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nova_Scotia_base_map.png> 

 
Contemporary Nova Scotia 
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Prince Edward Island (1710s-2010s) 

Conquest and Settlement of Île St. Jean (1710s-1750s).  

The first European description of the Mi’kmaq people was 

provided by Jacques Cartier, the French explorer, in 1534.  The 

Mi’kmaq name for today’s Prince Edward Island was Abegweit 

(“cradled on the waves”), and the Mi’kmaqs were the only 

inhabitants of the island through the 17th century.  They used 

Abegweit as a temporary summer fishing camp, migrating in birch-

bark canoes in search of cod, salmon, and shellfish. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Les_Micmacs_(multilingual).svg> 

 
The Seven Districts of Mi’kma’ki – The Mi’kmaq Nation 

 
No French settlement of the island occurred until 1719, when 

the Comte de St. Pierre received a proprietary grant and sent 

French settlers to Port La Joie (near today’s Charlottetown).  

Between 1713 and 1758, Île St. Jean was a dependency of Isle 

Royale (today’s Cape Breton).  The French settlers grew wheat and 

peas for subsistence and fished for cod to export to France. 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Acadia_1754.png> 

 
Acadia in 1754, British (Brown), French (Green), Disputed 

(Striped) – France’s Colony of Ile Royale (1713-1758), Cape 
Breton Island, Prince Edward Island, and Magdalen Islands 

 
France offered land to Acadian farmers if they would migrate 

from British Nova Scotia to Île St. Jean.  By 1735, the island’s 

population of 430 included 200 Acadians.  Their diet was based on 

wheat bread and porridge, pea soup, fish, game, and maple sugar.  

Fearing deportation, 1,800 Acadian migrants left Nova Scotia to 

settle in Île St. Jean between 1749 and 1754.  In 1754, Acadians 
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constituted nine-tenths of Île St. Jean’s population of 3,000.  

Following Britain’s decision to deport all Acadians from Nova 

Scotia in 1755, 2,000 Acadian refugees fled to Île St. Jean, 

bringing the island’s population to 5,000. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Deportation_of_the_Acadians_(22289143685

).jpg> 
 

Monument Commemorating the Forcibly Deported Acadians – 
Port-La-Joye–Fort Amherst, Rocky Point, Prince Edward Island 

 
The Seven Years War began in 1756, pitting Britain against 

France.  In 1758, British forces captured Louisbourg and Île St. 
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Jean.  Although the island was still French, Britain declared that all 

Acadians must be deported.  About 1,300 escaped to New 

Brunswick and Québec, 200 hid and stayed on the island, and 

3,500 were deported to France.  Many subsequently re-settled in 

Louisiana in the 1780s. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:La_Deportation_des_Acadiens_par_Henri_B

eau.jpg> 
 

The Deportation of the Acadians – Painting by Henri Beau, 1900 

British Rule of Saint John’s Island (1760s-1790s).  The 

Treaty of Paris (1763), ending the Seven Years War, awarded Île 
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St. Jean to Britain.  The island’s name was changed to Saint John’s 

Island and altered again in 1799 to Prince Edward Island (to honor 

the son of King George III).  Samuel Holland’s land survey (1764-

1766) divided the island into 67 townships of 20,000 acres each 

(plus three town sites). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Prince_Edward_Island_map_1775.jpg> 

 
Division of Saint John’s Island (1767), 67 Townships and 3 Urban 

Royalties – Map Drawn in 1775 
 

A lottery in 1767 granted the townships to privileged British 

aristocrats on condition that they pay annual quit-rents (to finance 

the government) and provide 100 Protestant settlers per township 

within 10 years.  But most proprietors avoided paying quit-rents 
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and meeting their settlement obligations.  Nearly all lots had 

changed hands by 1800.  By 1866, Samuel Cunard, the shipping 

magnate, owned 213,000 acres – nearly one-fifth of the island.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SamuelCunard.jpg> 

 
Samuel Cunard (1787-1865), Shipping Magnate and Founder of 

Cunard Lines – Owned One-fifth of Prince Edward Island in 1866 
 

In 1769, St. John’s Island was separated politically from 

Nova Scotia and an autonomous government was established, 

including a governor, assembly, and council.  In that year, most of 

the 200 remaining Acadians fished for 70 resident Britons.  The 
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proprietors brought in 1,000 English settlers by 1775, when the 

island’s population reached 1,300.  Further settlement was 

interrupted by the American Revolutionary War (1776-1783).  

After Britain lost that war, 700 Loyalists, who had fought for 

Britain, emigrated to the island.  The British government bought 

land to distribute to them. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Acadie_Ile-du-Prince-

%C3%89douard_fr.svg> 
 

Acadian Communities in Prince Edward Island, 1990s 
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Immigrants from Scotland, mostly Highlanders, accounted 

for about half of the island’s new tenant farmers.  In addition, 500 

Acadians returned to Saint John’s Island – from New Brunswick, 

Nova Scotia, France, and Miquelon – to become tenant farmers.  A 

census in 1798 enumerated 4,400 residents on the island – 900 of 

English origin (21 percent), 2,100 Scots (49), 700 Loyalists (16), 

and 700 Acadians (16). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bagpipers_(3414062968).jpg> 

 
Scottish Bagpipers at a Scottish Gathering and Games, 2009 – 

Nearly Half of PEI’s Residents in 1798 were Scottish 
 

Political and Economic Transitions in PEI (1800s-1870s).  

Massive immigration led to a rapid increase in the population of 
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Prince Edward Island (PEI) in the 19th century.  The population of 

the island, only 4,400 in 1798, reached 71,000 in 1855 and 109,000 

in 1881.  Most of the immigrants were Highland Scots or Southern 

Irish, while others were Lowland Scots, Ulstermen, or English.  By 

the mid-19th century, half of PEI’s settlers were of Scottish origin, 

a fifth were Irish, another fifth were from other parts of Britain, 

and a tenth were Acadian.  Nearly all were tenant farmers. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PEI_Potato_Museum_-_panoramio.jpg> 

 
Irish Influence in Prince Edward Island –                                          

The Potato Museum, O’Leary, Prince Edward Island 
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Agriculture was based on British practices.  The two 

principal crops for subsistence and export (to the United States and 

Maritime Canada) were potatoes and oats.  The islanders also grew 

wheat, barley, and flax and raised cattle, sheep, and pigs.  The 

Islanders’ basic diet was potatoes, oatmeal, salted cod, and pickled 

herring, supplemented by vegetables, fruits, dairy products, meat, 

and game.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dried_and_salted_cod.jpg> 

 
Dried and Salted Cod –                                                                     

Diet Staple of Prince Edward Island in the 19th century 
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The Islanders fished for subsistence in the first half of the 

19th century.  The Reciprocity Treaty with the United States (1854-

1866) provided a stimulus for cod and herring exports from PEI, 

and 2,300 Islanders became fulltime fishermen.  In the 1870s, that 

number increased to 6,000 with the rise of the lobster and oyster 

fisheries.  Forestry provided fuel wood and construction materials 

for homes, barns, and boats.  But overexploitation caused a decline 

in forestry by 1900.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Naufrage,_PEI_(1159079555).jpg> 

 
Lobster Boat Dock and Traps, Naufrage Harbor –                                                           

Principal Fishery in Prince Edward Island 
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PEI reluctantly joined the Confederation of Canada in 1873.  

Canada agreed to absorb PEI’s large debt (caused by uneconomic 

railway expansion) and provide $800,000 for PEI to purchase land 

from proprietors.  In 1875, the PEI government passed the Land 

Purchase Act, which ended the proprietorship system.  The PEI 

government bought out the remaining proprietors and sold the land 

to tenants on favorable mortgage terms. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Green_Gables_02.jpg> 

 
Green Gables Farm, Cavendish, PEI National Park –                    

Land Redistribution after 1875  
 

Decline and Recovery (1880s-2010s).  Between the 1880s 

and the 1930s, Prince Edward Island suffered economic stagnation, 
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out-migration, and population decline.  With the transition from 

wooden sail-ships to iron and steel steamships, PEI lost its 

shipbuilding industry.  More than 100,000 Islanders emigrated, 

attracted by jobs in northeastern United States or land in western 

Canada.  The population of PEI declined from 109,000 in 1881 to 

88,000 in 1931, before recovering to 98,000 in 1951. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ethnic_origin_of_the_population_of_Prince_

Edward_Island.png> 
 

Ethnic Ancestry of Prince Edward Island’s Population of 143,000 
in 2016 – Scottish (Gold), French and Acadian (Red), English 

(Blue), Irish (Green), and First Nations (Purple) 
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The number of farms on the island declined from 14,000 in 

1911 to 10,000 in 1951.  Then commercial agriculture took over, 

and farm numbers fell to 1,500 by 2011.  Average farm acreage 

rose from 107 in 1951 to 365 in 2011 with increasing use of 

tractors and machinery.  Most revenue came from animal products 

(beef, pork, and dairy) and potatoes.  Most acreage was devoted to 

hay, pasture, and feed grains with a critical portion reserved for 

potatoes.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bye_Bye_PEI_(208645591).jpg> 

 
Large Farms in Prince Edward Island in 2006 –                            

The Number of Farms Fell from 14,000 to 1,500 (1911 to 2011) 
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For a century, PEI (“Spud Island”) has specialized in 

exporting seed potatoes to mid- and south-Atlantic states in the 

US.  Lobsters have been the most valuable item in PEI’s small but 

important fishing industry since the 1870s.  During the first half of 

the 20th century, PEI pioneered the farming of silver-fox furs.  For 

three decades, PEI was the world leader.  Production peaked in 

1929 with sales of $3.8 million from 727 farms.  But the 

Depression and changing fashion eroded the demand for fox fur.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Silberfuchs_08.jpg> 

 
Silver Fox (Vulpes vulpes) –                                                                

Fur-farming Boomed in Prince Edward Island, 1890s-1950s 
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In the early 21st century, three-fourths of the jobs in PEI’s 

economy were in services (tourism, healthcare, and government).  

In 2019, the province’s 157,000 people had a per capita income of 

US$39,887 (99.5 percent of Nova Scotia’s, 78 percent of Canada’s 

average, and 61 percent of that in the US).  PEI attracted 1.6 

million tourists in 2019 and received large transfers from Canada’s 

federal government, but the tiny province had little manufacturing, 

mining, or forestry. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Pano_Confederation_Bridge.jpg> 

 
The 8-mile Confederation Bridge, linking PEI to Mainland 

Canada, Opened in 2009 – Boon for Tourism  
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:PEI-basemap.png> 

 
Contemporary Prince Edward Island 
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Quebec (1600s-2010s) 

Conquest and Settlement (1600s-1810s).  Samuel de 

Champlain established Quebec City as a fortified trading post in 

1608.  At European contact, three First Nations peoples inhabited 

the region that became Quebec – Iroquois farmers (10,000), 

Algonquian hunters (70,000), and Inuit hunters (3,000).  The 

matrilineal Iroquois lived in the St Lawrence Valley, grew corn 

and tobacco, and resided in longhouses (30 by 9 meters).  After a 

long war in the 1690s, the Algonquians defeated the Iroquois.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Iroquoian_Village,_Ontario,_Canada52.JPG

> 
Inside a Reconstructed, 15th-century Iroquoian Longhouse –              

St. Lawrence Valley, Ontario, Canada 
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In 1627, the French Crown granted land (seigneuries) to 70 

petty nobles to settle the St. Lawrence Valley.  By 1666, the 

European population of New France was only 3,200, but it 

expanded to 15,000 by 1715.  The main activities were farming 

(wheat, peas, beans) and the beaver fur trade.   

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Seigneurial_system.svg> 

 
The Seigneurial System in New France (1627-1854) – A Typical 

Layout for a Feudal Manor, Long Strips of Land Bordering a River 
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French woodsmen (coureurs de bois) went to the Great Lakes 

and Hudson Bay to trade for furs.  Quebec (8,000) and Montreal 

(5,000) were the two largest towns in 1760, when the total 

population of New France was 70,000.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:BeaverPelt_(5118396762).jpg 

 
Pelt of a Beaver (Castor canadensis) –                                            

The Principal Commodity in the North American Fur Trade 
 

Britain defeated France in the Seven Years War (1756-1763).  

British General James Wolfe bested French General Louis-Joseph 

de Montcalm at the Plains of Abraham to take Quebec City in 

1759, and Wolfe claimed Montreal in 1760.   In the Treaty of Paris 
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(1763), France ceded Canada to Britain to regain control of 

Guadeloupe, a sugar-producing island in the Caribbean.    

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:NorthAmerica1762-83.png> 

 
Cessions of Land After the Seven Years War (1756-1763) –         

From France to Britain (Pink), From France to Spain Yellow), 
From Spain to Britain (Pink Striped) 

                                 
Britain chose to accommodate, rather than expel, Quebec’s 

francophone Catholics.  The Quebec Act (1774) guaranteed 

freedom of religion for Catholics, continued the French civil code, 
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confirmed the seigneurial system, and extended Quebec’s 

boundaries to the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers.  After the 

American Revolution (1783), British North America served as a 

buffer against American expansionism, a source of raw materials 

(cod, furs, wheat, and timber), and a venue for British settlers. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canadian_militiamen_and_British_soldiers_r

epulse_the_American_assault_at_Sault-au-Matelot.jpg> 
 

The Battle of Quebec (December 1775) – Troops from British 
Quebec Repelled an Invasion by an American Revolutionary Army  
 

Political and Economic Transitions (1810s-1890s).  During 

the first half of the 19th century, 110,000 British immigrants settled 

in Quebec – half Irish, 30 percent English, and one-fifth Scottish.  
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In 1825, 85 percent of Quebec’s 485,000 residents were French-

speaking.  That share fell to 76 percent in 1860, when Quebec had 

1 million francophones and 300,000 anglophones.  But it rose to 80 

percent by 1915 (2 million French-speakers and 0.5 million 

English-speakers).  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Cornelius_Krieghoff_001.jpg> 

 
A French-Canadian Rural Family –                                     

Habitants, Painting by Cornelius Krieghoff, 1852 
 

In 1841, the Act of Union united Catholic Lower Canada 

(Quebec) with Protestant Upper Canada (Ontario) and created a 
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single legislature with 42 seats from each region.  English-speakers 

had a majority.  That experiment was undone in the British North 

America Act (1867), which federated Quebec, Ontario, Nova 

Scotia, and New Brunswick in the Dominion of Canada with its 

federal capital in Ottawa. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canada_provinces_1867-1870.png> 

 
Quebec in the Dominion of Canada, 1867 
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Quebec’s economy also shifted.  Timber and wheat became 

staple exports, replacing furs.  Agriculture crop mixes changed.  In 

the early 19th century, potatoes were added to the traditional 

package of wheat, peas, and oats.  Dairy products (cheese and 

butter) became important in the second half of the century.  

Industrial output in the 1890s was 200 times greater than in the 

1850s.  The main industrial goods were food products, textiles, 

leather footwear, wood products, and railway equipment. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Employes_-_Adams_Shoe_Company_-

_1894.jpg> 
 

Industrialization in Quebec –                                                        
Workers in the Adams Shoe Company, Quebec City, 1894 
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In 1800, Montreal and Quebec City each had populations of 

10,000.  Montreal set up an entrepôt, based on exports of furs, 

timber, and wheat, and its merchants became financiers, railway 

owners, and industrialists.  Quebec City, the capital, was the center 

of timber processing.  But canals and railroads favored Montreal, 

and Quebec lost its locational advantages.  In 2019, Montreal had 

4.2 million people (half of Quebec Province’s population of 8.5 

million), whereas Quebec City had only 800,000.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Montreal_Cotton_Mills_Valleyfield_1900.jpg

> 
Montreal Cotton Mills, Valleyfield, 1900 –                                           

Canada’s Largest Textile Plant with 2,500 Workers in 1905 
 

Wars, Depression, and Recovery (1900s-1960s).  The two 

pillars of Liberal Party rule (1897-1936) were economic liberalism 
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(laissez-faire policy) and social conservatism (education 

dominated by the Catholic Church).  Quebec’s Second Industrial 

Revolution was based on hydroelectricity and two electricity-

intensive industries – pulp/paper and aluminum.  Industrial output 

in Quebec doubled, and newsprint was the leading export.  

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:SWP_Shawinigan-1_-

_Northern_Aluminium_Company.jpg> 
 

Alcan Power House and Aluminum Works –                       
Shawinigan Falls, Quebec, c. 1910 

 
Quebec suffered during the Depression (1929-1939).  A 

quarter of the province’s workers were unemployed, 
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manufacturing output fell by half, and poverty was widespread.  

The state intervened to create jobs.  The Statute of Westminster 

(1931) gave Canada full independence from Britain.  But with the 

Ottawa Agreements (1932), Canada retaliated against American 

tariff increases and exacerbated its economic malaise. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WLMK_hammer_and_tongs_Votez_Liberal_p

oster_1930.jpg> 
 

The Great Depression, Liberal Party Campaign Poster, 1930 – 
“Don’t Let the Chain Links, Forged by the Blacksmith (MacKenzie 

King), Rust”  
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The onset of World War II ended the Depression, and 

Quebec began two decades of rapid economic growth.  Women 

gained the right to vote in 1940, full employment was attained in 

1941, and large numbers of women entered the labor force.  

Maurice Duplessis, a Conservative, led Quebec’s government 

between 1944 and 1959, stressing Catholicism, anti-Communism, 

and immigration (from eastern and southern Europe). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Maurice_Duplessis,_1938.png> 

 
Maurice Duplessis, Conservative Premier of Quebec (1944-1949) 

– Photographed in 1936 
 

Quebec, since 1960, has experienced a Quiet Revolution.  

The Liberal government introduced a social safety net (old-age 
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pensions, universal healthcare) and more higher education – while 

continuing economic growth.  Quebec’s government replaced the 

Catholic Church in providing education and social services, and it 

encouraged francophone control of industry (which reached 60 

percent by 1987).  Quebec strongly supported the Free Trade 

Agreement (1988) with the US and has benefitted from expanding 

aluminum, newsprint, and pork exports to the United States. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Canada_quebec_chicoutimi_pulperie.jpg> 

 
Chicoutimi Pulp and Paper Mill, Quebec, Canada in 2001 

Expansion and Separatism (1960s-2010s).  In 2019, 

Quebec’s 8.5 million people had a per capita income of US$45,150 
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(13 percent higher than those in Nova Scotia and PEI, 88 percent 

of Canada’s average, and 69 percent of that in the US).  Of the jobs 

in Quebec Province, 78 percent are in services (health, retail, and 

science), one-fifth are in industry (construction, food-beverages, 

and transportation equipment), and only 2 percent are in primary 

activities (agriculture, forestry, and mining). 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Proud_graduates.jpg> 

 
Doctoral Candidates Marching at Commencement, McGill 
University, Montreal – Founded in 1821, 40,000 Students 

 
Some Québécois claim that Quebec’s lower per capita 

income, relative to the average in Canada, results from 
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longstanding economic discrimination against francophones.  To 

end alleged discrimination and preserve the French language, 

separatists argue that Quebec should become independent.  The 

separatists base their right to secede on the Compact Theory of 

Confederation – that confederation in 1867 promised equal rights 

to two nations, one anglophone and the other francophone. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Assembl%C3%A9e_nationale_-

_Statue_Ren%C3%A9_L%C3%A9vesque2.jpg> 
 

René Lévesque (1922-1987) – Founder of the Parti Québécois, 
Proponent of Sovereignty-Association, and Premier of Quebec 

(1976-1985) 
     

René Lévesque formed the Parti Québécois in 1968, won the 

1976 election to become premier of Quebec, and passed the French 
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Language Charter (Bill 101) in 1977.  He advocated sovereignty-

association, whereby Quebec would become an independent nation 

in an economic union with the rest of Canada.  The 1980 

Referendum on sovereignty-association lost with only 40 percent 

of Quebec voters in favor.  Lucien Bouchard formed the Bloc 

Québécois, a federal party, in 1990.  He led the separatists in the 

1995 Referendum on sovereignty-association, which narrowly lost 

after receiving 49.4 percent of the 4.7 million votes. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lucien_Bouchard02_crop.jpg> 

 
Lucien Bouchard (1938–), Premier of Quebec (1996-2001), 

Founder of the Bloc Québécois – Leading Proponent of 
Sovereignty-Association in the 1995 Referendum  
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Federalists feel that the separatists should give up, because 

the Parti Québécois has been out of power for all but 18 months 

since 2003 and minority regions would secede if Quebec were 

independent.  The separatists counter that there is widespread 

latent support for independence and Quebec is now better equipped 

economically to stand alone. 

 
 

Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Downtown_seen_from_Mont-Royal.jpg> 

 
Montreal, Quebec’s Largest City (Population 4 million in the 

Urban Area) – Center of Federalist Support in Quebec 
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Source:  Wikimedia Commons available at 
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Quebec_province_transportation_and_cities_

map-fr.svg> 
 

Contemporary Quebec 
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Time Line for the Canadian Maritimes 
 
1497 John Cabot discovered Newfoundland –  

claimed its cod fishery for England 
 
late 15th century Mi’kmaq people inhabited Mi’kma’ki 

(modern Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, 
and New Brunswick) – population ~12,000 

 
early 17th century First Nations peoples inhabited Quebec – 

Iroquois farmers (10,000), Algonquian 
hunters (70,000), and Inuit hunters (3,000)   

 
1600-1858 English East India Company (EEIC) – royal 

chartered company – commerce, tax 
plundering, conquistador imperialism 

 
1604-1607 Pierre du Mons and Samuel de Champlain 

established a fortified French settlement at 
Port Royal – named the region Acadie 

 
1604-1710 control of Acadie changed hands nine times 

– following disputes by British and New 
Englanders over French territory 

 
1608 Samuel de Champlain established Quebec 

City as a fortified French trading post 
 
1627 French Crown granted land (seigneuries) to 

70 petty nobles to settle St. Lawrence Valley 
 
1627 British planters settled Barbados – Spain had 

abandoned it – no Amerindians lived there 
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1629-1632 William Alexander led 70 colonists to Fort 
Charles (Annapolis Royal) – named the area 
New Scotland (Nova Scotia) 

 
1650s-1700s Barbados was Britain’s richest colony – 

slave-based sugar exports 
 
1651 British Navigation Act created monopoly for 

British merchants – hoped to control the 
African slave trade 

 
1655 Britain took Jamaica from Spain – Jamaica 

became the leading sugar producer in the 
British Empire 

 
1670 English crown granted a charter to the 

Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) – control 
fur trade in drainage basin of Hudson Bay 

 
1701-1713 War of Spanish Succession – Britain 

defeated France 
 
1707 Act of Union between England and Scotland 

– formed United Kingdom 
 
1710 Britain, at war with France, captured Port 

Royal in Acadia 
 
1713 Treaty of Utrecht – Nova Scotia and 

Newfoundland were transferred from France 
to Britain 

 
1713-1758 Île St. Jean (Prince Edward Island) was a 

dependency of the French colony of Isle 
Royale (Cape Breton)   
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1719 the Comte de St. Pierre received a French 

proprietary grant – sent French settlers to 
Port La Joie (today’s Charlottetown), PEI  

 
1740-1780 production and export of linen in Scotland 

increased fourfold 
 
1749-1754 1,800 Acadian migrants left Nova Scotia, 

fearing deportation, to settle in Île St. Jean 
 
1749 Britain built a major fortress, naval base, 

and port at Halifax, Nova Scotia – with 
2,500 Protestant settlers 

 
1753 Britain built a second fortress-port at 

Lunenburg – settled by German-speaking 
“Foreign Protestants” 

 
1755 Britain confiscated all Acadian property and 

deported 6,000 Acadians from Nova Scotia 
– shipped them to British American colonies 

 
1755 2,000 Acadian refugees fled from Nova 

Scotia to Île St. Jean 
 
1756-1763 Seven Years War (French and Indian War) – 

Britain defeated France – Britain took 
Canada – France retained Guadeloupe 

 
1758 Britain captured the French fortress at 

Louisbourg, Cape Breton Island – deported 
most Acadian residents to France 
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1759 Battle of Plains of Abraham – British 
General James Wolfe defeated French 
General Louis-Joseph de Montcalm – took 
Quebec City 

 
mid-18th-mid-19th c. Scotland had an agricultural revolution – 

higher crop yields from fallowing, better 
rotations, and increased use of manure 

 
1760-1860 Highland landowners in Scotland evicted 

crofters – shifted to ranching sheep or cattle 
 
1760 population of New France, a French colony, 

was 70,000 – the two largest towns were 
Quebec City (8,000) and Montreal (5,000) 

 
1763 Treaty of Paris – awarded Île St. Jean to 

Britain – name was changed to Saint John’s 
Island and in 1799 to Prince Edward Island 

 
1763 Treaty of Paris – France ceded Canada to 

Britain to regain control of Guadeloupe, a 
sugar-producing island in the Caribbean 

 
1764-1767 Samuel Holland’s land survey divided St. 

John’s Island into 67 townships of 20,000 
acres each (plus three town sites) 

 
1769 St. John’s Island was separated politically 

from Nova Scotia – autonomous 
government – governor, assembly, council 

 
late 18th century Great Britain initiated the Industrial 

Revolution 
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1770s-1820s Scottish migrants settled in Pictou County 
and Cape Breton, Nova Scotia 

 
1774 The (British) Quebec Act – guaranteed 

freedom of religion, French civil code, 
seigneurial system – extended Quebec’s 
borders to the Ohio and Mississippi Rivers 

 
1778    first cotton textile mill opened in Scotland 
 
1783 Britain lost American Revolutionary War – 

22,000 Loyalists emigrated to Nova Scotia – 
700 Loyalists emigrated to St. John’s Island 

 
1792 UK began importing raw cotton from US 
 
19th century UK became world leader in naval warfare 

and maritime trade – expanded into India, 
Oceania, and Africa – textiles, wool, gold 

 
1800-1850 110,000 British immigrants settled in 

Quebec – half Irish, 30 percent English, and 
one-fifth Scottish 

 
1800-1850 Lowland enclosures in Scotland – 

emigration of cottars to industrial towns 
 
1807 Archibald Buchanan constructed the first 

integrated cotton mill in Scotland 
 
1821-1915 44 million people emigrated from Europe – 

2 million from Scotland – mostly to the 
Americas or Australasia 
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1821 HBC merged with the Northwest Company 
– established trading monopoly in Canada – 
expanded to Pacific and Arctic coasts  

 
1830s-1840s poor Irish migrants moved to Nova Scotia – 

to escape the potato famines 
 
1837-1901  Queen Victoria ruled Great Britain 
 
1841 The Act of Union – united Catholic Lower 

Canada (Quebec) with Protestant Upper 
Canada (Ontario) – created a single 
legislature with 42 seats from each region 

 
1848 Britain granted Nova Scotia democratic self-

rule – economy aligned with New England 
 
mid-19th century Halifax was the leading city in British North 

America – imperial garrison (Citadel) –  
commercial port (dockyards, factories) –
British civilization (St. Paul’s Church) 

 
1850-1914 integrated heavy industry (coal, iron, steel, 

shipbuilding, and engineering) dominated in 
Scotland – coal deposits around Glasgow 

 
1854-1866 Reciprocity Treaty – British North America 

and the United States – tariff-free trade of 
unprocessed goods (fish, coal, timber) – 
export boom for Nova Scotia, PEI, Quebec 

 
1857-1858 Sepoy Revolt – half of EEIC army revolted 

against British rule – Britain regained 
control 
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1858 Government of India Act of 1858 – British 
Parliament abolished EEIC, imposed British 
crown rule, reformed Indian military 

 
1866 Samuel Cunard, shipping magnate, owned 

213,000 acres – nearly one-fifth of PEI 
 
1867 British North America Act – created the 

Dominion of Canada – Canada East 
(Quebec), Canada West (Ontario), Nova 
Scotia, New Brunswick – capital in Ottawa 
 

1869 Dominion of Canada bought much of HBC’s 
land – expanded Canada’s frontiers 

 
1870s Scottish land ownership was the most 

concentrated in Europe – 118 families 
owned half of Scotland 

 
1873 PEI joined the Confederation of Canada – 

Canada absorbed PEI’s large debt (railway 
expansion), provided $800,000 for PEI to 
purchase land from proprietors 

 
1875 PEI government passed the Land Purchase 

Act, ending the proprietorship system – 
bought out the remaining proprietors and 
sold the land to tenants on favorable terms 

 
1880s-1930s Prince Edward Island suffered economic 

stagnation, out-migration, and population 
decline – 100,000 Islanders emigrated 
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1884 Reform Act of 1884 – extended UK 
franchise to male householders – many 
Scots workers supported socialist parties 

 
1886 Crofters Act in UK – gave tenants security 

of land tenure and fair rents 
 
1897-1936 Liberal Party leaders ruled Quebec – 

economic liberalism (laissez-faire policy) 
and social conservatism (education 
dominated by the Catholic Church)  

 
1900s-1950s PEI pioneered the farming of silver-fox furs 

– but the Great Depression and changing 
fashion eroded the demand for fox fur 

 
1900 peak of the British Empire – one-fourth of 

the earth’s land area and population 
 
1914 Scotland’s population was 4.5 million – 

Scottish foreign holdings were valued at 
L500 million, one-eighth of British total 

 
1914-1918 World War I – Britain, France, Russia, US 

vs. Germany, Austria-Hungary, Ottomans 
 
1929-1939 Great Depression – high unemployment, low 

manufacturing output, and widespread 
poverty in Nova Scotia, PEI, and Quebec 

 
1931 Statute of Westminster – Canada received 

full independence from Britain 
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1932 Ottawa Agreements – Canada retaliated 
against American tariff increases and 
exacerbated its economic malaise 

 
1933-1940,1945-1954 Angus MacDonald, Liberal Premier of Nova 

Scotia – pensions and collective bargaining 
– improved roads, national parks, tourism  

 
1939-1945 World War II – Allies (Britain, France, US, 

USSR) vs. Axis (Germany, Italy, Japan) 
 
1944-1959 Maurice Duplessis, Conservative Premier of  

Quebec – Catholicism, anti-Communism, 
immigration (from eastern, southern Europe) 

 
1945 UK began winding down the British Empire 

– economic costs exceeded benefits –  
transition to independence mostly peaceful 

 
1947 Great Britain granted independence to India 

– preferred democratic ally to disgruntled 
colony – little remaining economic benefit 

 
1966 Barbados received its independence from 

Britain – economy relies on tourism, 
assembly manufacturing, offshore banking 

 
1976-1985 René Lévesque, Premier of Quebec –  

founder of the Parti Québécois, proponent of 
sovereignty-association 

 
1980 Referendum on sovereignty-association 

(Quebec to become an independent nation in 
an economic union with the rest of Canada) 
lost – 40 percent of Quebec voters in favor 
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1988 Free Trade Agreement between US and 

Canada – supported by Quebec – increased 
exports to US of aluminum, newsprint, pork 

 
1995 second Referendum on sovereignty-

association narrowly lost – 49.4 percent in 
favor vs. 50.6 opposed 

 
1996-2001 Lucien Bouchard, Premier of Quebec – 

founder of the Bloc Québécois – leading 
proponent of sovereignty-association in the 
1995 referendum 

 
2019 Nova Scotia – 971,000 people – per capita 

income of US$40,056 (78 percent of 
Canada, 61 percent of US)  

 
2019 PEI – 157,000 people – per capita income of 

US$39,887 (99.5 percent of Nova Scotia, 78 
percent of Canada, 61 percent of US) 

 
 2019 Quebec – 8.5 million people – per capita 

income of US$45,150 (113 percent of Nova 
Scotia and of PEI, 88 percent of Canada, 69 
percent of US)  
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Sites Visited in Maine, Nova Scotia, Prince Edward Island, and 
Quebec 
 
The Canadian Maritimes 
Stanford Travel/Study Program 
September 18-30, 2017 
Ship-based Aboard the Pearl Mist 
 
Portland, Maine 
 
About one-third of Maine’s 1.5 million residents live in the greater 
Portland metropolitan area, and the city of Portland, located on a 
peninsula in Casco Bay, has a population of 67,000.  First settled 
by English colonists in 1632 as a fishing village called Casco, 
Portland took its current name in 1786 after the American 
Revolutionary War.  The economy of Portland received a huge 
boost with the completion of the Grand Trunk Railway from 
Montreal in 1853, making Portland an ice-free port for Canadian 
commerce.  During the past century, the economic base of Portland 
has evolved from fishing and shipbuilding to manufacturing and 
now to service-based activities.  Throughout, Portland has been a 
major port and the center of Maine’s economy.   
 
Our Stanford group stayed in the Portland Regency Hotel, sited in 
the Old Port District in an ornate, brick building that dates to 1895 
and formerly was an armory.  The Old Port District has been 
resurrected from a dilapidated condition to become a vibrant, 
gentrified region that attracts tourists and locals to upscale 
restaurants and clothing boutiques.  We enjoyed a docent-led visit 
to the Portland Museum of Art, sited partly in the classic 
McLellan-Sweat House, constructed in 1801.  Both Hugh 
McLellan and Leonardo de Medici Sweat were successful 
businessmen.  The museum, opened in 1983, contains an extensive 
collection of artwork by Winslow Homer (Weatherbeaten, 1844) 
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and Andrew Wyeth (Rowen’s Grove, 1985).  We visited the 
Portland Head Light, a lighthouse on Casco Bay, first constructed 
in 1791 with a light that burned whale oil and fully automated with 
Fresnel lenses two centuries later.  
 
Rockland, Bar Harbor, and Acadia National Park, Maine 
 
In the 1890s, Rockland was the fourth-busiest port in the eastern 
United States (after Philadelphia, New York, and Boston).  Sited 
on Penobscot Bay, Rockland exported quicklime (quarried and 
processed locally and used for building construction), ships 
(locally built), fish, and timber.  Today, the economy of the 
charming town of 7,500 residents is based on tourism, featuring 
historic inns, coastal scenery, and impressive art museums.  Our 
group enjoyed a wonderful tour, led by informative docents, of the 
Farnsworth Art Museum in Rockland.  The Farnsworth exhibits 
work created by artists connected with Maine.  We first visited an 
exhibition, celebrating the 100th anniversary of Andrew Wyeth’s 
birth in 1917, that featured a watercolor retrospective of Wyeth’s 
paintings competed between 1938 and 2008 (the year of his death).  
We then saw an extensive exhibition of paintings and embroidered 
artwork by Marguerite Zorach (1887-1968).   
 
The following day, we spent a lovely morning touring Acadia 
National Park and Bar Harbor, a town of 5,500 permanent 
residents.  Founded in 1763 as Eden, Bar Harbor and other 
communities on Mount Desert Island have attracted the Gilded 
Age rich-and-famous (the Rockefellers, Morgans, Vanderbilts, and 
others) as a site for “summer cottages“ since the 1880s.  George 
Dorr and John D. Rockefeller, Jr. donated land and lobbied for the 
establishment of Acadia National Park.  Founded in 1916 as Sieur 
de Monts National Monument, Acadia became a national park in 
1919, including much of Mount Desert Island.  Our group had a 
bus tour of the park, enjoying especially the stunning coastal views 
from Cadillac Mountain.   
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Lunenburg, Nova Scotia 
 
Lunenburg, our first port of call in the Canadian Maritime 
Provinces, is a small town on the southern coast of Nova Scotia.  
In 1753, the British colonial government established a fortified 
town in Lunenburg to buttress its new capital and fortress at 
Halifax in its struggle to evict the French from eastern Canada.  
The settlers were “Foreign Protestants,” recruited from Germany, 
Switzerland, and France.  Lunenburg later became the leading 
fishing port in the British colony – even though its population 
never exceeded 3,000.  Today, the 2,300 residents of the historical 
small town thrive from tourism, fishing, and fish-processing.  The 
ground-fish (cod, haddock, hake, and halibut) have been 
overfished, so Lunenburg’s fishermen now catch shellfish 
(lobsters, oysters, crabs, and scallops).   
 
Our Stanford travelers spent a hot and sunny half-day in lovely 
Lunenburg.  Two members of the staff of the Fisheries Museum of 
the Atlantic gave us an informative briefing on the history and 
current status of fishing in the northwest Atlantic region.  We 
visited the extensive collections of fishing memorabilia and 
learned much about the cod fishery on the Grand Banks of 
Newfoundland.  There, the cold waters of the Labrador Current 
meet the warm waters of the Gulf Stream, creating up-swellings 
that are rich in nutrients for fish.  The center of Lunenburg was 
designated as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 1995 because of 
its diverse collection of classic buildings from the 18th and 19th 
centuries.  We marveled at the beauty of St. John’s Anglican 
Church, founded in 1754, which contains ship-like roof staves and 
exquisite stain-glass windows.     
  
Halifax, Nova Scotia 
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Halifax is the bustling capital, port, and commercial center of Nova 
Scotia.  Its 400,000 residents constitute nearly half of Nova 
Scotia’s population of 950,000, and its Dalhousie University is one 
of the finest centers of higher education in Canada.  Britain sent 
Edward Cornwallis to found the fortress city in 1749 to serve as a 
counterweight to the French stronghold at Louisburg on Cape 
Breton Island.  With its advantageous natural harbor and North 
Atlantic location, Halifax has been a key military, commercial, and 
ship-building center – first for the British Empire and then for 
Canada.   
 
The Stanford group took an extensive tour of the city that featured 
guided visits to the Citadel (Fort George) and the Museum of the 
Atlantic.  Located on top of a hill overlooking the city, the Citadel 
evolved from being the centerpiece of defense for the city in 1749 
to military obsolescence in the 20th century.  Its military museum 
has an informative display of weapons and clothing used by 
Canadian troops in all wars in which Canada has participated.  The 
Museum of the Atlantic holds a vast collection of ship models, 
including one of Samuel Cunard’s Britannia, the first commercial 
steam ship (in 1840) and the basis of his Cunard Lines.  It also has 
a full explanation of the sinking of the Titanic in 1912, only 850 
miles east of Halifax in the North Atlantic Ocean.  Several people 
in our group paid a visit to the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia to 
observe the marvelous collection of paintings by Maud Lewis (the 
Nova Scotian artist whose life is commemorated in the new film, 
Maudie).  Some of us found our way to the Public Gardens of 
Halifax to enjoy displays of flowers and rich Canadian ice cream.    
 
Pictou, Nova Scotia 
 
Pictou is the proud center of Scottish immigration into peninsular 
Nova Scotia and Cape Breton Island.  The Hector arrived in Pictou 
in 1773 with 171 Scottish migrants (18 passengers, mostly 
children, had died from small pox on the horrific 11-week voyage).  
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The Hector was outfitted as a cargo ship, and the fee-paying 
Scottish emigrants were crowded into the hold.  Emigrants on the 
Hector and their descendants founded the town of Pictou in the 
1780s, and the port served as a point of entry for Scottish migrants 
into Nova Scotia for several decades.  Pictou today is a struggling 
town of 3,500 residents who are employed in a pulp mill, a 
Michelin tire factory, or in fishing.       
 
Our group visited the Hector Heritage Quay, which houses a 
replica of the Hector and a museum of Hector memorabilia, 
including the tartans of all Highland Scottish families on the 
Hector.  Beginning in 1827, several underground coal mines were 
opened in Pictou County and many Nova Scotian Scots switched 
from farming to mining.  Coal mining was especially treacherous 
because of the high concentrations of methane gas, and 676 miners 
lost their lives in mining accidents between the 1820s and 1992 
(when the last mine was closed).  We drove to the nearby town of 
Stellarton to visit the Museum of Industry, which commemorates 
the region’s former coal-mining and iron-and-steel industries.  One 
of the guides told us poignant stories of the coal mine disasters that 
took the lives of many of his family and friends.  Each mine had a 
machine-repair shop to avoid long delays.  Another guide 
demonstrated the workings of 19th-century machinery from such a 
repair shop.  
 
Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island 
 
Of all provinces in Canada, Prince Edward Island (PEI) is the 
smallest (143,000 people) and poorest (GDP per capita of $31,900, 
75 percent of the Canadian average).  Arguably, it is also the most 
bucolic region of Canada.  We docked in Charlottetown, PEI’s 
capital and largest town (36,000 residents, with 65,000 in the 
metropolitan area).  The Islanders take great pride in having hosted 
the Charlottetown Conference in 1864 and thus claim to be the 
birthplace of Canadian confederation in 1867.  Alas, PEI’s 
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politicians refused to join Canada until 1873, when the new federal 
government bribed PEI by paying its large railroad debt and 
providing funds to buy the island’s remaining proprietary land.   
 
Our group began our visit with a walking tour of Charlottetown, 
which featured a tasting of island specialties (lobster, cheese, and 
root beer), a visit to the Confederation Center of the Arts, and a 
look at St. Dunstan’s Basilica (a beautiful Catholic church).  We 
spent most of the day visiting Greenwich National Park, which 
opened in 2001 as Canada’s newest park.  There, we were hosted 
by Adam Fenech, a Nobel Laureate (Peace Prize in 2007 for 
research on global climate change).  Fenech presented a lecture on 
his work to use drone photography to educate coastal residents 
about the interrelated threats of erosion and sea-level rise.  He and 
his colleagues and students at the University of Prince Edward 
Island have developed a video game that permits users to simulate 
the threat to their homes and property.  Fenech then showed us the 
unusual parabolic dune system in the park, where natural forces 
reconstruct the sand dunes after storms have destroyed them.         
 
Îles de la Madeleine, Quebec 
 
The Magdalen Islands (Îles de la Madeleine) are a tiny, hook-
shaped archipelago of twelve islands (six inhabited) in the Gulf of 
St. Lawrence, 60 miles north of Prince Edward Island.  The islands 
have been part of Quebec Province since 1774 and today house 
12,300 residents.  About 95 percent of the islanders are 
francophone Acadians (who settled after deportations from Nova 
Scotia or Prince Edward Island), and 5 percent are anglophone 
descendants of ship-wrecked British sailors (at least 400 ships 
went down in the islands).  The islands were named to honor 
Madeleine Fontaine, the wife of the second signeur (French noble 
estate-owner), François Doublet.  The economic base of the 
Magdalens has evolved from walrus ivory (late 18th century) to 
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cod-fishing (19th century) to herring- and-lobster fishing (20th 
century).   
 
The island economy today is based on tourism (73,000 visitors in 
2016), lobster-fishing ($62 million in 2016), crab-fishing ($23 
million in 2016), and salt production and export (150 jobs).  
Summer tourists enjoy the white-sand beaches and Acadian culture 
and cuisine, whereas winter tourists come to observe harp seal 
mothers and pups.  The principal community and administrative 
center is Cap aux Meules with 2,500 residents. Our Stanford 
travelers visited an outstanding museum of island history, the 
Musée de la Mer, which had extensive exhibits and excellent 
explanations in French and English.  At the Gourmande de Nature, 
a culinary academy run by Johanne Vigneau, we were treated to a 
cooking and tasting demonstration of an Asian salad based on fresh 
scallops and a tasty soft ice cream with local wild berries.     
 
Gaspé and La Baie, Quebec 
 
The Gaspé Peninsula juts into the Gulf of St. Lawrence at the 
southern shore of the St. Lawrence River.  Jacques Cartier, the 
French explorer, first set foot on the North American continent on 
the Gaspé in 1534.  About 80,000 Canadians reside on the 
peninsula – 87 percent francophone and 13 percent anglophone.  
The town of Gaspé (population 13,000) is made up of 17 coastal 
municipalities.  The primary industry is fishing and processing 
shellfish – shrimp, snow crab, and lobster.  Gaspé town also has a 
factory, operated by Wind Power Canada, which produces blades 
for wind energy mills.  Tourists are attracted to the Gaspé region 
because of its distinct culture, fresh seafood, and spectacular 
scenery.   
 
During our visit, the foliage season was beginning with a palette of 
red, orange, and yellow leaves painted on coastal hillsides.  In the 
Forillon National Park, we trudged through World War II bunkers 
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and gun emplacements that had protected against the entry of 
German U-boats into the St. Lawrence basin.  A few of us saw a 
black bear.  At Cap-Bon-Ami, we observed spectacular cliffs and 
beaches, and later we visited the lighthouse at Cap-des-Rotiers – 
the tallest in Canada at 111 feet.  The 60-mile-long Saguenay Fjord 
is one of the longest fjords in the world.  We sailed up the 
spectacular fjord and docked at La Baie, home to one of the four 
aluminum smelters, all based on cheap hydroelectricity, in the 
Saguenay River region.  We bussed to Chicoutomi, the largest 
town in Saguenay (70,000 residents), to visit the Pulp and Paper 
Museum.  Between 1900 and 1925, Chicoutomi had housed the 
world’s largest pulp-and-paper operation, using balsam and spruce.  
 
Quebec City, Quebec 
 
Quebec City has an outstanding collection of historical buildings.  
Founded in 1608 by Samuel de Champlain, the city has been the 
capital of Quebec Province for over three centuries.  After General 
James Wolfe won the decisive Battle of the Plains of Abraham, 
outside the walls of the Citadel, in 1759, Britain conquered Quebec 
and forced France out of Canada.  Today, metropolitan Quebec 
City has over 800,000 residents and a booming tourist industry.  
The city is the last port-of-call accessible to large cruise ships, 
sailing up the St. Lawrence River.  Crammed with restaurants and 
small hotels, the authentic Old City has been a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site for more than three decades.   
 
The Stanford trip ended with our disembarkation in Quebec City, 
but many of us stayed on to experience some of the Québéçois-city 
culture.  Sandra and I first oriented ourselves with a guided tour of 
the city’s highlights.   Then we spent two aggressive half-days on 
foot.  Our wonderful boutique hotel, the Auberge Place D’Armes, 
was well located in the upper Old City near the Chateau Frontenac, 
the iconic (and massive) hotel constructed by the Canadian Pacific 
Railroad in 1905.  Fortified by carmelized popcorn, we hiked 
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through the upper (atop the cliff) and lower (along the river) 
sections of Quebec City.  We strolled the boardwalks of the 
Dufferin Terrace (overlooking the river) and the Governor’s Walk 
(beneath the walls of the Citadel), ending at the Plains of Abraham.  
Then we circumnavigated the Citadel, greatly strengthened in 1820 
against the threat of an American invasion, and re-entered the Old 
City through the imposing Gate of St. Louis, constructed in 1693.  
 
* * * * * * * * * * * *  
 
 

 

 


